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The Essentials

This is also true in information management,
and companies are reacting to the sudden
shift to remote working by scrambling to put

The COVID-19 pandemic has forced huge

information management systems in place.

changes not only to our personal lives but also

The source of this demand is a terrible event,

to our working practices, probably forever. Those

but there’s no question that the increase is an

changes are placing a new focus on information

unexpected boon to vendor companies.

management systems, known by a whole
new range of names such as Remote Working
systems, Work From Home (WFH) enablement
tools, or, by some rather direct souls, Get ****
Done (GSD) solutions.

This report looks at the shift that has taken
place in information management because
of COVID-19 and how the repercussions are
affecting vendors, with some struggling as
others manage to rise to the challenge.

With so many employees working remotely and
looking at not being back in their regular offices
anytime soon, failure to provide a usable remote
working solution risks not just productivity, but
the viability of the whole business.
The impact on a market that includes document
management (DMS), enterprise content
management (ECM), and enterprise file sync
and share (EFSS) is significant, potentially
propelling a somewhat backwater industry into
the limelight. One consequence of the pandemic
– in many facets of government, the economy,
and life in general – has been to suddenly shine
a light on neglected or vulnerable systems.
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Looking Back to Look Forward

interact with stored content remotely, from any

Document management and ECM have been

driven a work-from-home initiative many years

around for decades, but they never became

ago, with increases in system functionality

top of mind for industry leaders. Digital

coupled with home broadband speeds more

transformation has been the darling of the

than capable of delivering an effective remote

tech press for a while now, but rarely is an ECM

working environment. But it never happened,

system (for example) touted as a major part of

in large part because organizations didn’t trust

those projects.

their staff enough to work remotely, and also

The introduction of a new market term,

because many of the systems that people were

content services platforms (CSP), by Gartner

being asked to use at work were horrible for

in 2017 didn’t spark a fire either. Changing the

this purpose.

name and adding a few new vendors to the

Shadow IT (software that is unsanctioned by

mix confused the buyer community rather

the corporate IT department) was being used

than igniting their interest in the technology’s

not only in the office to share files with other

potential. So, while offerings and terminology

people, but more frequently to take work

evolved, levels of deployment and adoption

home without the boss, or the IT department,

of CSP/ECM solutions didn’t increase

knowing. This was done not because these

proportionately.

workers were told to work remotely, but

However, across all the years and all the

because they wanted to – just not using the

different names and systems, the overriding

tools their business provided. Why should

purpose has remained consistent: to enable the

someone use a clunky system remotely to get

digitization of previously manual, paper-based

work done when more intuitive and elegant

information and processes. It doesn’t matter

solutions were popping up from vendors such

what the industry or technology is called – it

as Box and Dropbox?

still does the same thing 30+ years after the

Something drastic needed to happen to

first document popped out of a scanner and

provoke change, and in early 2020, the

into the first document management system. A

emergence of COVID-19 provided the most

key aspect of all the systems that fall into this

unlikely and unpleasant of catalysts.

device or location. This in itself “could” have

category is providing the ability to access and

Digital transformation has been the darling of the tech press for a while
now, but rarely is an ECM system (for example) touted as a major part
of those projects.
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Along Came a Virus
After years of building new offices and paying
lip service to remote working, organizations
were thrust almost overnight into one of

Figure 1

Remote Work Landscape in 2019
Work remotely full-time

30 %

the most significant changes in working
practices in modern history. The majority of
the workforce went from doing most of their

At least 3x per week

7%

work in an office on a desktop machine that just
about did the job, to having to work remotely.

At least once per week

11 %

At least once per month

6%

Less than once per month

8%

Research from Owl Labs in 2019 showed that
only 30% of people worked remotely full time
and 38% never worked remotely.1 The shift
from office-based working as the default, to
enforced remote working, was a shock and a
liberation of sorts at the same time.
This change in working practices is not
without capital cost, though. Remote working

Never work remotely

38 %

equipment such as laptops and phones have
become a priority – not just for executives
and salespersons, but for all staff. Cue a huge

Source: Owl Labs

spending spree on equipment and IT projects;
spend that shows no signs of stopping.2
The current situation has also led to
significant changes in previously rigid and
time-consuming purchasing procedures.
Many organizations have removed a number
of their regular purchase rules (for example,
calling for all purchases to require an RFP and
bids from at least three pre-vetted suppliers)
to simply enable them to function with staff
working remotely. In other words, “get the thing

Remote working has also introduced a set of

working, we can sort the issues out later.”

new tools. 2020 is the year that Zoom became

Then comes the need to remotely enable
the “core tools”; things like email, file server
access, and (virtual private) network access to
core systems. These are the existing tools that
people now need to access remotely. Some
work well – some don’t.
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a household name and other tools such as
Microsoft Teams, Google Hangouts, and Slack
grew significantly. Something as trivial as
asking the person sitting next to you how to
do something is much more involved when
working remotely, and virtual conferencing and
collaboration tools attempt to fill that void.
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Then Came the Reality Check
All these changes have gone some way toward

Figure 2

Consensus Global Economic Growth Projections

steadying the corporate ship; they keep the
lights on. But these changes have also put a

4

problems to fix. The modes in which most
companies worked were not ready for a remote
and digital environment. Even processes
that were theoretically “almost 100%” digital
have started to creak. Processes that are still
manual or involve paper often don’t work at all
anymore.
Add to this the fact that people are now using
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This is where the smart ECM/CSP vendors

which for many is little more than simple legacy

should be coming into play.

system modernization, is no longer a luxury
item or a long-term strategic goal; it is an

Information Management
to the Rescue?

immediate priority.

Digital working. Paperless office. Remote

industry. But as with all change, some will

access. Secure sharing.

adapt and benefit, and others will not and will

Do these terms sound familiar?
Information management vendors have been
touting such capabilities for years – but there
was never any urgency in the marketplace.
There was never a strong enough driver
to persuade people to fully enable remote
working. COVID has changed all that. The
issue is no longer persuading people to make a
change – it is forcing them to change.

As such, this should be the hockey stick
moment for the information management

be tossed aside. The information industry
is seeing an upward surge, but not for every
vendor.
Some vendors in the space are flourishing;
solid first quarters have been surpassed by
record second quarters as clients rush to get
projects moving. Just look at the recent results
from industry giant OpenText as an example
– it is reporting record overall revenues, cloud
revenues, and ARR. This is in stark contrast to

It is tragic, but the reality is that COVID

the overall economic situation where, in June

has turned into the biggest business driver

2020, the World Bank was predicting a 5%

for digital transformation and information

contraction in global growth (see Figure 2).

management ever. Digital transformation,

Since then the situation has not improved.
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Other vendors are floundering, largely due

The size of the market has grown significantly

to their inability to deploy new solutions

this year, with the OpenText results likely the

quickly. Agility is a core business need today

first of many such indicators. In parallel, the

and – shock, horror! – it applies to vendors

marketplace itself will grow as new entrants see

too. Vendors that are agile, that can and have

this as a space to make money by delivering

released COVID-related solutions quickly, for

innovative solutions quickly to solve today’s

example, are doing incredibly well in the new

very real problems. One vendor to note here

normal. Those unable to adapt are seeing the

is Microsoft, whose release of the Cortex

inevitable results: layoffs, reduced marketing

solution and increasingly ambitious Teams

spending, and the prospect of a very hard

solution seem to have been timed perfectly, if

winter. Note as well that on-premises software

accidentally, to capitalize on the needs of the

vendors seem to have become particularly

2020 enterprise.

vulnerable, with both dated upgrade
mechanisms and restrictive licensing structures
unable to cope with the rate of change.

Of course, in the next 2-5 years we will likely see
market consolidation as larger players gobble
up the new entrants, desperate to stay relevant
and profitable. That is the natural order of
things, but this time around it will not just be the

Call to Action

information management vendors shopping for
new toys; an industry that is suddenly making

For some commentators, the information

a lot of money again will attract interest from a

management industry has been on life support

whole new set of potential suitors.

for a while now. For others, it has been clear

All in all, 2020 will go down as a devastatingly

that a change is coming and that information

bad year for the world, but – albeit for the worst

management, though unexciting, was always

possible reason – also an historic year for

going to be around.

pivoting working practices. It’s a year that may

Legacy vendors have been less and less

finally see information management move to

relevant for some time. Their inability to deliver

the main stage.

solutions quickly has long been an issue – now
it’s a disaster. On the flip side, newer entrants
with full cloud-based SaaS offerings, greater
nimbleness in the market, and the desire to win,
are seeing their rise to fame coming faster than
they dared to dream.
Functionality that we have talked about, but
done little with, has become key capabilities; for
example, SaaS, ease of use, enhanced security
and compliance mechanisms, mobile and tablet
offerings, remote and serverless deployments,

Endnotes

and simple and numerous integrations to other

1

line of business systems. Vendors that offer

2 See https://finance.yahoo.com/news/americans-buying-historic-

these capabilities may find themselves well

amount-computers-webcams-121043910.html

See https://www.owllabs.com/state-of-remote-work/2019

positioned in the “new normal.”
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About Deep Analysis
Deep Analysis is an advisory firm that helps organizations
understand and address the challenges of innovative and
disruptive technologies in the enterprise software marketplace.
Its work is built on decades of experience in advising and
consulting to global technology firms large and small, from IBM,
Oracle, and HP to countless start-ups.
Led by Alan Pelz-Sharpe, the firm focuses on Information
Management and the business application of Cloud, Artificial
Intelligence, and Blockchain. Deep Analysis recently published
the book "Practical Artificial Intelligence: An Enterprise
Playbook," co-authored by Alan and Kashyap Kompella,
outlining strategies for organizations to avoid pitfalls and
successfully deploy AI.
Deep Analysis works with technology vendors to improve their
understanding and provide actionable guidance on current and
future market opportunities.
Yet, unlike traditional analyst firms, Deep Analysis takes a buyercentric approach to its research and understands real-world
buyer and market needs versus the “echo chamber” of the
technology industry.

Contact us:
info@deep-analysis.net
+1 978 877 7915
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